Allow Me to Introduce Myself!

Read:

"Allow Me to Introduce Myself" by Charles R. Smith Jr.
“What’s My Name?” by Charles R. Smith Jr.

You can hear What’s My Name at www.charlesrsmithjr.com

Ben by Ben, grade 4

They call me

the dog lover
the peach hugger
the money saver
the chocolate breaker

the taco eater
the rat-a-tat tatter
the iced tea drinker
the slick slack player

the talker
the walker
the funny man who makes ap-os-troph-ies

that’s just some of the names they call me.

They Call Me by Stacey Goldblatt

The book writer
the word weaver
the upside-down and quirky be-er

The authentic home maker,
vegan whoopie pie baker,
the scouring sponge mess breaker

The book eater
the poetry seeker
the gotta have the music in my ears needer

The lovin’ mamma roller
the children grower
the kisses good night, sweet dreams sower

the writer
the smiler
doin’ it differently

that’s just a few of the names they call me

They Call Me by Andrew, grade 4

They call me

the baseball fast baller and the change up activator
the not afraid of spice taster
the sport watcher
the all-in-one boss flee flicker
the riot shielder
the cookie jar stealer

the jolting rejector
the home run hitter
the human calculator
the fade away shooter
the strong undertaker
the pinewood derby car maker
the sister nagger
the Taco Bell lover
the big daddy
the flying tomater

Those are a few of the names they call me

Ellen by Ellen, grade 5

They call me...

the whoopie pie eater
the Cookie Monster lover
the T.V. hogger
the Sushi gobbler

the pet holder
the soft crier
the loud sister
the piano-key tickler

the artist
the kook
the freakshow I be

that’s just a few of the names they call me